SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHERS
2021 -2022

Toddlers — 2s and 3s
Lisa Cox, Jane Knoche, Judy Mason

Preschool — 4s and 5s
Joy Circo, Brandon Hearn, Pam Hearn

Grace Makers Workshop Rotation —
K—2nd and 3rd—5th/6th Grades

Shepherds: Jean Hampton, Jean Nelson,
Jerel Williams, Ginny Wirtz

Teachers: Andrew Frye, Harold Frye, Ryan Hussey, Emily Hussey,
Pam Kelly, Chris Krug, Angela Krug, Jean Nelson, Lara Schesser,
Melanie Townsend, Sue Trigger, Charlie Trigger, Mikki Walker,
Jerel Williams, Ginny Wirtz

Supply Coordinator: Teresa Ilten

Substitute Teachers: Andrew Frye, Christy Soule, Jenny Stromberg

Youth
9th—12th grade: Donna Heer, Katie Hearn
6th—8th grade: Miles McDonald

Adult Classes: Maggie Blankers, George Bures, Joel Ilten,
Kevin Johnson, Dave Pack, Nelson Townsend, Sue Trigger,
Mitch Trigger, and many more who may be asked in the future.